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Chairperson Report
 2017 was a year with three significant changes for 
ERCSA. I would like to begin by acknowledging that the 
most significant for us was the departure of Andree Brown, 
as Executive Officer and the appointment of Anneke Pike 
into this most important role. Andree has been integral to 
the rebuilding of ERCSA over the last three years, bringing 
spirit and life to the visioning of our organisation. I would like 
to thank Andree, on behalf of all those in the organisation 
for the life giving work that she has undertaken during this 
time. Andree is not leaving us completely; she will undertake 
important sustainability work in a consultancy capacity. 

 When one door closes, another opens, so they 
say, and into the role vacated by Andree, ERCSA was very 
fortunate to secure the services of Anneke Pike. Anneke 
came to us with a long history with camps, most recently as 
the Executive Officer of camps in NSW. One of ERCSA’s 
strengths is the unique profile it holds in its market place, 
however, this also means that finding the right person for 
a role as important as our Executive Officer needs to be a 
discerning search. Anneke’s timely return to South Australia 
meant that we were able to appoint an Executive Officer 
who understood the mission and values at the heart of our 
organisation.
 
 The second significant change for ERCSA was 
farewelling the Thebarton premises. With the Brothers 
consolidating their premises in Adelaide, and EREA and Youth 
Plus moving to Rostrevor College, the need for a property 
as large as Thebarton was no longer necessary. ERCSA 
canvassed several options that presented themselves for 
alternative premises, and which offered opportunities for 
strengthening relationships with stakeholder organisations. 
In the end, Rostrevor presented as the most viable option 
for ERCSA both financially and in terms of building future 
relationships. This was a very significant move for ERCSA 
staff and volunteers. Logistically it required careful planning 
and consideration of a range of factors to ensure that our 
camps programs and services suffered as little interruption 
as possible. Culturally, Thebarton had been Camp’s home 
for a number of years and a community that had been 
developed in this space, also had to relocate. We feel 

confident that this move will result in bigger and better 
community and cultural development. ERCSA has been 
warmly welcomed by the Rostrevor community and we 
look forward to the possibilities that this move offers us.

 The third very significant and exciting event was 
the appointment of our Volunteer Support Worker, Adrian 
Szabo. We secured 12 months of funding and were very 
pleased to be able to appoint one of our senior volunteers 
to this role. Adrian stepped in after distinguished and 
committed service as a volunteer and brought with him a 
depth of experience and network of relationships that we 
would not have got from an external appointment. We are 
excited about the development work in our volunteer base 
that this role will enable us to undertake, and look forward 
to further growth in this area. 

 Our Board Treasurer, Simon Bibbo resigned his 
position this year. We would like to thank Simon for his 
service and diligence in overseeing our finance for the 
last two years. The Board undertook a recruitment process 
for a new Treasurer and we are pleased to announce the 
appointment of Jayme Watson to this position. Jayme will 
commence her duties at the beginning of 2018.  Through the 
time that we were recruiting a new Treasurer, we would like 
to acknowledge the extra finance support that the Province 
provided for us. More broadly, I would like to once again, 
thank the Province for their ongoing support across a range 
of organisational areas. Most particularly, I would like to 
thank Br Shane Wood for his friendship and collegiality in 
working with us through the course of 2017.

Ceinwyn Elleway
Board Chairperson
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Executive Officer Report
In 2017 we worked to consolidate the foundations laid in 
2016 regarding:

• Building efficient office systems and processes
• Developing staffing priorities and structures
• Planning volunteer recruitment and support
• Defining our relationships to referring agencies and 

workers
• Listening to children and families who utilise our service 

or who would like to come on a camp
• Reviewing and developing policy and guidelines 

Our staffing model increased to 2.2 FTE for the year thanks 
to a grant from the state government for a Volunteer 
Support Worker.  Jess Alikaris continued to build the 
systems and processes in the office, and develop strategic 
relationships with suppliers and referring agencies as part 
of the Program and Administration Officer position.  Adrian 
Szabo was employed in March in the role of Volunteer 
Support Worker to enable further communication and 
recruitment of young adult leaders to the organisation.  
Andrée Brown moved from the Executive Officer position 
in June and was replaced by Anneke Pike, who had been 
Executive Officer of Edmund Rice Camps in NSW.

In 2017 we delivered 39 service delivery days; 4 week 
long camps, 1 weekend camp for children, 1 family camp, 
1 Harmony Weekend, 1 young mums camp and 5 activity 
days.  This amounts to 240 placements offered to children, 
26 placements offered to families and 320 placements for 
young adult volunteers.  We maintained about the same 
number of delivery days as in 2016 (one less) and ensured 
they were well attended.  We experimented with activity 
offerings on each camp, based on the feedback from 
participants and families from previous years.  We delivered 
2 activity days back to back with the volunteers staying 
together overnight (in between each day).  This proved 
very successful for leaders and became a useful leadership 
development space for the organisation. 

We continued to develop processes for high risk children 
with complex needs to enjoy our camps and thank the 
agencies involved for their communication with us regarding 
the appropriate support required for each child and our 
capacity to deliver that successfully.

In November we moved from our long term base in 
Thebarton to our new home at Rostrevor College.  We now 
have our office, storage shed and week long camps on the 
Rostrevor College site with much support from the whole 
school community.  We extend our thanks to the school and 
look forward to a long and prosperous relationship that will 
benefit both camps and the college community.

We want to also thank the local community of Christian 
Brothers and their Edmund Rice movement for their 
support and involvement in our camps.  Their story telling 
and participation in the Commissioning Ceremonies have 
deepened our connection to the story of Edmund and the 
stories of those who inspire us to work to serve.

It has been a challenging year of consolidating a vision 
and a movement towards a secure future, with some work 
still to do.  It is heartening to see a common vision at work 
in determining what is best for the organisation as a whole.  

Andree Brown
Executive Officer
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“Following an incredible dinner on Harmony Weekend, in 
which all participants and volunteers on the camp brought 
and shared a meal from their cultural background, we had 
a night of singing and dancing. Families got up and played 
songs from their home countries, encouraging everyone 
to get up and dance along. I remember looking around 
the room, seeing so many people, of different cultural 
backgrounds and ages, from volunteers, camp facilitators 
and participants, from grandparents to toddlers, all smiling 
and brimming with the hope that what was created on that 
weekend, the sense of harmony and mutual respect and 
love, could be translated into our wider community and 

world.”

- an ERCSA Volunteer

“I come back, because we leaders get to show the kids that for 
a whole week, they become someone else’s whole world. My 
whole world is made infinitely better because of it, but more 

importantly, the kids are shown how much they are loved.”

- an ERCSA Volunteer
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Volunteers
From board members and cooks, to trainers and camp managers, our volunteers are invaluable to the services 
ERCSA provide. This year we have seen major growth in volunteering with the engagement of a Volunteer 
Support Worker, allowing us to have a staff member dedicated to volunteer recruitment, developments, and 
formation 

The demographic of young adults in our community has broadened and diversified with our ability to reach 
out to more Catholic Secondary Colleges, local tertiary institutions, and wider networks of volunteers. Their 
age range remained between 16 to 26 years.

Our Volunteer Management Plan has been developed to provided structure to our training. We conducted 
nine New Volunteer Inductions, engaging over 100 potential new young adults to volunteer on future 
programs. We piloted new workshops and training for current and future Group Leaders, Camp Coordinators, 
and Pastoral Care Facilitators.

We held our first Leaders Weekend with 16 of our current volunteers. This was an opportunity for personal 
growth through their heart (formative experiences) and their mind (skill development), whilst enhancing their 
relationships with each other. The weekend inspired volunteers to commit to starting our Volunteer Fundraising 
Team (VFT) to support fundraising events across the year including Games Nights, Quiz Night, and a City-Bay 
Team.

ERCSA would like to thank all its volunteers for the 20,000_+ hours of time they have given the organisation in 
2017. Our work would not be possible without their incredible dedication. 

55
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VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR - Bree Murfitt
Bree was our Volunteer of the Year for 2017. Bree has been involved 
in our organisation since 2014 and is well recognised for her care and 
compassion for our participants, who are our primary focus.

FIRE CARRIER - Zoe Nolan
Zoe was the winner of our Fire Carrier Award for 2017. Zoe has 
been a camps volunteer since 2015. During 2017, Zoe continued to 
gift us with her great spirit and presence, and grew into a number of 
leadership roles on camp.. 

RISING STAR - Patrick Kelly
Patrick was our Rising Star Award recipient for 2017. His first camp 
was in 2016, and since then he has continued to show a deep 
commitment and passion for the work of ERCSA. 

Our Volunteer award program was set up in 2016 as a way to acknowledge the efforts of our amazing volunteers. 
In addition to the previous Volunteer of the Year award, in 2017 we introduced two new awards:

• The Rising Star Award, acknowledging a volunteer who started volunteering within the last year The Rising Star 
is someone who, among other qualities, shows great potential for future leadership within the organisation. 

• The Fire Carrier Award, acknowledging someone who embodies the spirit of ERCSA and engages with their 
peers with compassion. 

Volunteer Awards 2017
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Programs

returning participants

new participants

In 2017 we delivered, 39 service days through 12 different camp programs. This meant we had 235 places offered 
for children through the year. In addition there were 26 placements offered for families on our Harmony Weekend, 
Family Camp, and Young Mum’s programs. In order to met this need, we had 320 volunteer places offered to work 
alongside our children and families.

In 2017 our programs continued to welcome back mostly returning participants. This is important for ERCSA as we 
know that we have our biggest impact over time. We were also happy to welcome a large number of new partici-
pants onto our programs. Overall the ratio of returning and new participants looked like this:

Further social outcome data can be found in our 2017 Evaluation Report.

Program locations included:

• Rostrevor College Boarding House
• Woodhouse Activiy Centre
• Dzintari Latvian Campsite
• Mylor Baptist Camp
• Narnu Farm

• Port Noarlunga Jetty
• St. Paul’s College
• Adelaide Aquatic and Leisure Centre
• Bonython Park
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Younger Kids 
(Tropical Theme)

Older Kids Camp 
(Around the World Theme)

Leader’s Weekend

Fishing Activity Day

Younger Kids 
Weekend Camp

Harmony Weekend

Aquatic Centre Activity Day

Older Kids
(Time Travel Camp)

Younger Kids
(Disney Camp)

Family Camp

Back2Back Activity Days

Young Mum’s Camp

Christmas Party

2017 programs
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Financial Report
During 2017 the organisation maintained financial sustainability and prioritised the allocation of resources to capacity 
building staff and volunteer support and management.  The relocation of offices to Rostrevor College has consolidated 
our financial and non-financial support base from them and we look forward to a long and prosperous partnership with 
the College and other Edmund Rice Schools in Adelaide. 

Our overall revenue increased in 2017 by just over 12% to above $220,000. An important portion of this was due to a 
grant from the state government for a volunteer support program.  Significant financial support was also received from 
the Christian Brothers and the Edmund Rice Foundation, although slightly less that previous years.  This lead the Board 
to develop a 5 year Funding Diversity Plan to ensure viability for the organisation in the longer term across a range of 
revenue streams. 

In 2018 our focus will move to implementing funding diversification strategies such as potential corporate partnerships and 
fee for service models.  We look forward to growing our supporter base and encouraging further strategic financial and 
non-financial partnerships into the future.

9
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Our Supporters
ERCSA has many individuals and organisations to thank for their financial support in 2017.  These include:

Furthermore, significant in kind support was received from:
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I love the sense of community that camps creates. From day one, all 
new leaders are welcomed with open arms and taught about the 
Eddie Rice culture. Each child is made to feel so special, as they are 
challenged to perform at talent shows, hold snakes and swing from the 
high ropes. The sense of joy in both the volunteers and kids throughout 

their time on camp is just magical.

- an ERCSA Volunteer

“Camps change people. Whether it be the kids or the leaders - there 
is magic that happens on camps. I love being part of that magic. The 
impact that camps can have on kids and leaders alike is incredible.”

- an ERCSA Volunteer
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“Camps have ultimately changed the parabola in which my life will 
take. All of our lives will go on some form of linear journey if plotted 
on a piece of paper and Camps have truly motivated me to be 

more out going, more courageous, happier, less fearful, 
 less judgmental and more loving. 

Camps taught me that we rise by lifting others.”

- an ERCSA Volunteer

I love that ERC creates an environment where challenge is actively 
sought. I love that ERC fosters intention behind actions. I love than 
ERC gives kids the opportunity to experience the joy of being a kid. 

I love that ERC is a family. 

- an ERCSA Volunteer
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To learn how you can access our services, get 
involved, or support ERCSA please visit our website 

www.edmundricecampssa.org

(08) 8364 8227
ercsa@edmundrice.org


